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On one of my recent walks through the Cleveland Clinic, I noticed (once again) a beautiful dog sharing with me the pedestrian walkway over Carnegie Avenue. Who could have imagined, even as recently as a decade or so ago, a dog pawing along the antiseptic halls of our healthcare institutions? Of course, he had a trainer, was on a leash and was doing his work for a purpose—no doubt a well-defined one—backed up by studies of the salutary effect of unconditional canine love on the health of patients.

A year prior to that stroll, my brother and I were searching for assisted living options for our mother (of blessed love on the health of patients. Just as the two streams of work in our field, medical humanities and bioethics, have developed in myriad ways over the past 50 years, so, too, will our efforts in this, our field’s third stream, find multiple means of expression.

Indeed, as the study in this issue points out (see page 18), there have been numerous efforts to bring theatre and performance into medical education: to teach case presentation skills, to give greater verisimilitude to standardised patient encounters, to present the patient experience of illness to students so that they may empathise in ways in which they may not feel as comfortable doing in the immediacy of care giving, among others. To this we can add the study of the performative nature of medicine itself, the use of plays to understand how doctors struggle with ethical dilemmas and how viewing plays can help communities struggle better with decisions about limited healthcare resources. On the more unleashed end of the spectrum, there is also the end-of-year satirical review, standard fare at most medical schools. Dare we venture farther? Would guerilla theatre ever find a home in the medical environment? Improv troupes? Court jesters ensconced in the chief-of-staff office or in the trustees’ board room? We’ll see...

Just as important as developing programmes and projects, however, is the development of curricular rationales for our work, lest our work be seen as a passing fancy. What theories of knowledge can we put forth to which our activities can adhere, and through which our students can view our work’s purpose in their professional development? The curricular engine of medical education needs to be fuelled by both reproducible and irreducible ways of knowing and knowledge making. The scientific basis of medical practice, and all its gleaming accomplishments from the cutting and measuring of things (science’s Latin root, ‘scire’, derives from ‘to cut, divide’), needs to find its place in the complete picture of lived human experience. Thus our advocacy for experiences for our students steeped in embodied word and image—qualitative symbols—that allow them to thicken and enliven their quantitative understanding of the world in which they will live and practise.

Theatre in particular can provide irreducible experiences emanating from the realms of flow knowing and whole knowing. Flow knowing is knowing in relation to others and to our environment. It is expressed through narrative and kinesthesics—our stories and bodies in spatiotemporal communication with our fellow creatures and the world. Whole knowing comes in a flash (epiphanically) through engagement with the arts, and panoramically, through engagement with synoptic disciplines such as history, philosophy and religious studies. The combination of flow and whole knowing, with empirical knowing, grounds every medical story within the context of a human story. It also moves our students to meld their ‘being (values, character and beliefs) with their ‘doing’ (technique) towards creation of a full and reflective practice life. Others theorise for a deeper synthesis of art and science, a new aesthetic reconceptualisation of the medical curriculum itself, where medical humanities is ‘...the process or perspective that creates the conditions of possibility...’ for the learning of science to occur (p 200).

Ultimately, medical education is a moral enterprise whose aim is to develop actors of sound moral character who make (sometimes very difficult) decisions, in order to do the right thing. Jonathan Levy, whose life work has been in theatre and moral education, carefully distinguishes, however, between educating a good (obedient) child and a moral child, ‘one who can be expected to act morally in unforeseen circumstances’ (p 69). He worries about a theatre of propaganda based on selling ‘known truths’ and ‘true’ attitudes, while also citing many virtues of theatre as a vehicle for developing the moral child (in our case, the neophyte physician): the power of dialogue, of repetitions, of emulating good characters and of acting out moral lessons.

But his primary claim for the power of theatre is educating for feelings and the ‘sympathetic experience theatre, in its fullness, can give’ (p 72). Levy calls, as do many of us in medical humanities and the
arts, for more research to back up his claim. High-quality arts-informed research that bridges, as recommended in the article in this issue, the artificial divide between art and science, and that illuminates their shared grounding in ‘exploration, revelation, and representation’ (p 2) should solidify our position in academic medicine. More work is needed in community-based participatory research as well, both as a means for envisioning ways to reconstruct our communities and for developing programmes aimed at greater health and well being through theatre experiences.

Our work is known by many names— theatre, drama, play and performance. If our default mode becomes a narrow rather than a broad view of ‘performance’ that conceptually aligns closely with quantitative measurability and reproducibility, we may gain a patina of respectability, but at what cost? Rather, we have the courage to create space for improvisation, to educate the emotions, to co-construct community through theatre arts and to educate our colleagues about the theoretical underpinnings of our work and the vital and vibrant collaborative qualitative research opportunities beckoning us, than tragically lose our less-leashed voices.
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